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PART 1.
HISTORICAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.
£J[VI fttify or ii i p i j .
1. Historical Growth and Develoijment.
The plan of this Historical Review is mainly chronological. 
Certain of the improvements shall he treated of more fully 
under Part 2 of this thesis, "The Gas Engine in Theory."
John Barter, an Englishman, constructed the first actual gas
engine in 1791. He mixed gases from wood, oil, coal, etc. with 
air, forced them into a chamber where they burned,and let them 
issue through a nozzle against a paddle wheel which turned 
with considerable force. Water was injected to cool the fix­
ture. The experimenter considered that this addition of water 
would also increase the volume, but he was mistaken, for the 
heat parted with by the gases would vaporize only an insignif­
icant amount of water. It seems possible to the writer that 
this turbine type may be returned to by the development of 
some sort of a gas-turbine.
A forerunner of the first Lenoir atmospheric gas engine w »r
built by Street in 1794; a heavy piston was raised by the ex­
plosion, air being drawn in the latter part of the stroke. Ch>
the down-stroke the atmosphere did work through the piston.
In 1799 Lebon, a Frenchman, went ahead of his time in build­
ing a double-acting engine which compressed the gas and air 
before ignition; he also used an electric spark to fire the
charge, which was enough of itself to condemn the engine
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before ordinary engineers. Following in Lebon's footsteps, 
in 1826, near London, Brown actually put some such engines 
at work; but they were very uneconomical and were soon taker 
out.
In 1855 a crude attempt was made by Wright to govern an en­
gine similar to the above by changing the richness of the 
mixture.
In 1858 Barnett first used compression practically; he com­
pressed the gases before admission, thus giving a rather con­
stant pressure throughout the whole forward stroke. Exhaust­
ing was done on the return stroke.
As late as 1860 Lenoir was the first to make and sell an 
engine capable of good actual service. He followed very 
closely the principles employed by Street in 1794. a ratchet 
and pall arrangement on the piston rod and crank-shaft al­
lowed the heavy piston to rise very suddenly just after ex­
plosion, but locked it to the crank-shaft perimeter during 
the slow downward stroke, while the excess of atmospheric 
pressure above the piston over that of the cooling gases be­
low was doing the work of the engine. During the first part 
of the next upward stroke a new charge was drawn in and ex­
ploded immediately after the admission port closed.Lenoir 
had the insight to jacket his engine cylinders with water a_- 
bove the height of the piston at explosion. The entering
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charges cooled the lower end sufficiently. These engines 
were almost completely scavenging, but they were theoreti­
cally bad in lacking compression. Mechanically the construc­
tion was necessarily poor, and they were very noisy. After
t
about five years the extravagant gas consumption dawned upon 
consumers, and most of the engines extant were hastily dis­
carded, unjustly in many cases.
Beau de Rochas* Considerations.
This Frenchman was the first man to state concisely the es­
sentials for economic performance in a reciprocating gas 
engine:-
I. The largest cylindrical volume with the smallest circum­
ferential surface.
II. Maximum piston speed.
III. Highest pressures at the beginning of expansion.
He suggested the following cycle, later known as the "Otto" 
and now generally used;-
1. Drawing in the charge of gas and air.
2. Compression of the charge.
. 3. Ignition at the inner dead point, with subsequent ex­
plosion and expansion.
4. Discharge of the products of combustion during the 
fourth strode, returning.
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Although de Rochas stated the above conditions fully and 
plainly in a patent granted to him as early as 1862, they 
were not utilized until Otto brought out his famous four­
cycle engine in 1878. His success was partly due to good 
workmanship, but mainly to excellence of theoretical design. 
But his engines had the defects still inherent in motors of 
the Otto type,- incomplete expansion, and but one working 
stroke in four.
In 1880 Dugald Clerk made a considerable advance; his en­
gine had an explosion at every revolution. He transfered com­
pression to a separate cylinder. This charge, in entering, 
drove out the products of the previous combustion through the 
exhaust ports, which were uncovered by the working piston in 
the last part of its forward stroke. On the return stroke the 
newly admitted charge was much more compressed. It may be 
noted that this engine was virtually the equivalent in prin­
ciple of the later "Day" type, which is a two-cycle motor, 
using an enclosed crank-case chamber for compressing the 
charge slightly before admission.
In his eight horse-power engines the consumption was only 
20.94 cu. ft, per h.p. per hour. But the gas was from the 
city mains of Glasgow, and very rich. The thermal efficiency 
of the engine was 16$.
The Beck engine (English) was the first of the six-cycle
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kind; a "scavenger" charge of air was drawn in and expelled 
after the exhaust stroke of the "Otto" cycle, thus making a 
total of six strokes. The efficiency was about the same as 
that of the Clerk engine mentioned above, according to some 
trials made in 1888.
Returning now to the Otto engine:- This famous motor was 
first shown at the Paris Exposition of 1878. It was single- 
acting, as they generally are still. The first (forward) 
stroke drew in the charge; the second (back) stroke compress­
ed it, ignition occurring at the dead center; the third (for­
ward) stroke was the working stroke, during which the combus­
tion products expanded down to about 60# pressure; the fourth 
(return) stroke was utilized to exhaust about 60 per cent of 
the products, leaving the remainder to dilute the following- 
fresh charge. The clearance was about four-tenths (0.4) the 
whole volume of the cylinder.
Otto used a slide valve having cut in it ports for admis­
sion and exhaust. It also contained a chamber to be filled 
with the gaseous mixture, which latter was ignited in moving 
past an outer ignition flame, and kept alive by.a small 
stream of mixture until it had moved to an opening communi­
cating into the combustion chamber. This method of ignition 
has all but disappeared.
Otto attributed the efficiency of his engine to the allege^ 
fact that the gas and air were so admitted as to be in sepa-
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rate layers; that is, "stratified"; whereas the true cause 
lay in the compression before ignition. But the best dis­
proof of Otto* s theory of stratification is found in the fact 
that the makers of Otto engines in countries other than Ger­
many have discarded his zealously patented cylinder valves, 
with no bad effects on the economy of the engine.
In 1880 Otto's English Licensees, the Crossley Bros., in­
troduced hot tube ignition.
In 1879 Otto made an attempt to compound the gas engine 
about as Westinghouse now does; a third expansion cylinder 
was put between two outer explosion cylinders. But the method 
was given up, and has generally failed since; it is consid­
ered to expose too much surface to cooling and friction.
The Lanchester patent self-starter for the Otto engine con­
sists of a tube through which gas is forced into the cylinder, 
displacing most of the air and forming a combustible mixture 
with the rest; further, of a cock at the top of the cylinder 
terminating in a nozzle open to the atmosphere; inside this 
nozzle is a small automatic check valve normally open, but 
which closes upon any sudden outrush of gas from the inside. 
There is also an auxiliary cam for holding the exhaust valve 
open during compression.
The method of starting is this:- The piston is brought by 
hand into a position slightly over the in-center of the
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working stroke. Gas is allowed to enter until the mixture ig­
nites from a flame entering through the above-mentioned check- 
valve. The explosion pressure closes this valve and also an 
inwardly opening check-valve in the pipe admitting gas. The 
pressure on the piston starts the engine.
The Atkinson Engine.
Atkinson made a great theoretical improvement on the Otto 
class of motors about 1885. His "differential" engine as at 
first constructed had two pistons in one cylinder, stroking 
out at the same time. The peculiar linkage employed gave an 
admission stroke of ordinary length; a compression into a 
much smaller volume than usual; a quick, long expansion stroke 
occupying only one-eighth (1/8 ) of a revolution of the fly­
wheel, whereas the Otto occupies one half; and a very long 
exhausting stroke, which almost completely scavenges out the 
whole cylinder.
In 1886 Atkinson brought out his "cycle" engine, which is 
the form generally seen today. It worked on the same princi­
ples as the above, and gave the piston substantially the 
same motions. It had only one piston, and resembled a steam 
engine or ordinary gas engine, excepting that two extra links 
were inserted between the connecting rod and crank-pin. Both 
the above engines were governed on the hit-and-miss principle.
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These engines have given the highest performance of any 
ever built, but they are enormously heavy and bulky, and re­
quire too large an outlay of capital for purchasing.
Some Six-Cycle Engines.-
The Griffin, Bisschop and Stockport engines, much used in 
England for electric lighting, are six-cycle engines. They are 
sometimes made double-acting, but more often two cylinders 
are used, working on the same shaft. The cycles of these en­
gines are similar to that of the Beck, previously described. 
They take about 28 cii. ft. of ordinary illuminating gas per 
B.H.P. per hour. Mech. eff. about 80$. This in sizes of ten 
to 15 B.H.P.
The "Day" Two-cycle Engine.-
A great many small engines are now made on the principle 
of a type first brought out by Day & Co. of Bath. In this 
engine the crank-case is enclosed, and is fitted with two 
check valves, one opening inwards from the outer air, and one 
opening outward into the cylinder combustion chamber when the 
proper passage is opened into this chamber by the motion of 
the piston. These engines are generally made vertical and in 
small sizes, having a working stroke every revolution.
On the downward and outward stroke the exploded mixture
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expands behiiid the piston, while the pure air in the crank­
case is slightly compressed. During the last fraction of the 
outward stroke the burnt gases escape through an exhaust port 
in the cylinder wall, uncovered by the motion of the piston.
A moment later the admission port from the crank-case, at the 
lower end of the cylinder, is opened by the motion of the pis­
ton, the entering gases being deflected upward by a lip on 
the piston.
The vohrnes of the crank-case and cylinder are so propor­
tioned that the charge admitted almost reaches the exhaust 
port just as the latter is closed by the backward motion ox 
the piston. Doubtless some of the new mixture escapes, but 
the loss is not serious in the small sizes. In some such en­
gines the gas is not admitted until the latter part of the 
compression stroke.
Engines of this type may be run in either direction by 
starting the flywheel as desired.
The Modern Lenoir:-
This engine employs the Otto cycle, but compresses the 
charge in a separate cylinder kept hot by the exhaust gases. 
This cylinder is back of the main cylinder, tandem-wise.
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GAS PRODUCTION FOR MOTIVE POWER.
Gaseous fuel r.iay be divided into four classes:-
f
I.- Natural gas.
II.- Oil gas, obtained from petroleum, vegetable oils and 
refuse, shale, fat, resin, etc.
III.- Carbureted air, or air saturated with volatile spirit
IV.- Gas extracted from coal, wood, peat and other varie­
ties of fuel, either by distillation, or with 
the addition of air or water, or both. In the 
latter case it is called poor or water or pro­
ducer gas.
Only the fourth of the above classes will be considered in
detail. These gases are produced either by distillation, or 
by the partial combustion of fuel. The former process will be 
recognized as that used in the manufacture of illuminating 
gas. if some steam be admitted in the latter process of par­
tial combustion there results a mixture of the prodtxcts of 
partial combustion with water gas, which is called producer 
gas.
To Dowson, an Englishman, belongs the credit of having 
first constructed a good gas producer. His apparatus fore­
shadowed most later types. It consisted of a wrought iron
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cylinder several feet high and four or five feet in diameter, 
having a steam draught nozzle at the bottom just below *» 
grate, and a pipe for removing the gases from above the bed 
of fuel, which was two or three feet thick. An inverted funnel 
for introducing the coal was also placed on top of the cylin­
der. The steam was made by a separate small boiler. After 
leaving the cylinder the gas passed through a coke scrubber 
into a tank.
The limited quantity of air entering the producer burns tKe 
carbon first to carbon-dioxide (C0<->), which is changed higher 
up in the fuel bed into carbon-monoxide (CO), carbon being 
absorbed. Most of the steam decomposes, forming CO and H in 
reaction with the hot carbon. Such gas burns fairly well.in 
an engine, but precautions must be taken for safety, as CO is 
very actively poisonous when inhaled.
Average coal gas compares with Dowson gas about as 3.8 to 1 
in heating value. Producer gas can now be made from such ma­
terials as sawdust.
The compositions and properties of different grades and 
kinds of such gas will be found in the table on tracing cloth 
accompaning this thesis.
The table of heating values,on the sheet following this, 
is taken from a paper by A. Nauman before the German Chemical 
Society, “On the Transformation of Heat into Permanent
1
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Chemical Energy." See their Proceedings, vol. 25, p. 556.
t able of the hea t of c o m b u s t i o n of g a s e s .
Heat of Combustion of One Litre of
Heating Gas. Gas, the water produced being assum­
ed to be gaseous at 15 deg. Cent.
Producer gas 1044 calories
Carbonic acid producer gas 1759 " 
Water producer gas from liquid water at 15 deg. 1652 " 
Water producer gas from gaseous water at 15 deg.1790 »
Water gas 2812
(1 litre = 61.025 cu. in. =0.0353 cu. ft.)
PART
THE GAS ENGINE IN THEORY.
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The Gas Engine in Theory.
Gases in a gas engine cylinder always obey the fundam ental  
law for gases, which is
PV * RT
where P is the pressure in any unit, generally in pounds per 
square inch; where V represents the volume in any units what­
ever, generally expressed in cubic feet; where T represents 
the absolute temperature, generally expressed in degrees 
Fahrenheit; and where R is a constant for each gas, 53.354 
for air, 34.895 for COg and 54.926 for nitrogen, providing 
the Fahr. scale of temperatures is used. This law embraces 
both those commonly known as Boyle* s and GaY Lussac* s; no 
matter in what manner a gas may expand or change state, it 
must follow this equation. Even at extremely high temperatures 
it must still be governed by this condition, making allowance 
for some dissociations of compound gases, and for a probable 
change in the specific heats of all gases at high tempera­
tures , resulting in a lower value of R.
In the gas engine the expansion after explosion is approxi­
mately adiabatic, falling a little under the calculated line
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for the first part of the stroke and rising a little above it 
during the latter part. This behavior is due to the water 
jacket absorbing heat very rapidly when the gases are hottest; 
also to the phenomenon known as after-burning, which results 
from dissociation of the compound gases at the high tempera- 
txires of combustion, leaving the rest of the burning to take 
place later.
Carnot's Cycle.-
This celebrated cycle represents the ideal temperature 
changes through which the working medium should be taken to 
get the maximum amount of work in return for the heat energy 
expended. It consists of two isothermals and two aaiabatics, 
as illustrated in the diagram just below.
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The medium first receives heat and expands at constant 
temperature along the line AB. From B to C the volume contin­
ues to increase, but the expansion is adiabatic, no heat 
being added or extracted. At C communication is opened with 
the source of cold, and heat is withdrawn to the same extent 
as it was applied from A to B, the volume diminishing along 
this isothermal. From D to A the volume is compressed adia- 
batically, being left in exactly the same condition as at 
stai-ting.
Actual indicator diagrams from gas engines do not usually 
consist of four such curves. There is the first line of addi­
tion of heat, almost vertical; then the expansion line con­
forming nearly to the adiabatic; and lastly the exhaust, or 
discharge of the remaining heat to the cold source, which 
line is generally about horizontal.
Carnot* s Cycle may be expressed by the following formula, 
in which Q represents the quantity of heat supplied by the 
source of heat, and q the quantity passed on to the source of 
cold, or, in other words, rejected because it can not be 
utilized. Ti is the absolute highest temperature and T0 the 
absolute lowest. S represents the theoretical thermodynamic 
efficiency of the engine:-
Q - q T1 - To T0




Thus it is seen that the higher the initial temperature and 
the lower the final the greater will be the efficiency of the 
heat motor. The limit to the upper temperature is restricted 
by the phenomenon of dissociation, mentioned before, more by 
the inability of any working materials to stand temperatures 
otherwise attainable, and still more by the destructability 
of lubricants at comparatively low temperatures.
As regards the lower temperature, the gases are always re­
leased at a temperature far above Tq because it is impracti­
cable to expand them down to atmospheric pressure.
Other Cycles.-
Two other theoretically perfect cycles have also been used 
Sas and air engines, the constant volume, sometimes known 
as Sterling s, and the constant pressure, sometimes known as 
Ericsson’s. They are represented below:-
C o n s t a n t  Vo l u m e . Co n s t a n t  Pr e s s u r e .
Far as the gas engine still is from possible perfection, 
it is already more economical than the steam engine, princi­
pally because of its far greater range of temperatures.
There is, however, one slight theoretical disadvantage, in 
that the products of combustion generally occupy a smaller 
space when cold than did the original mixture. But in ordi­
nary working the mixture is so diluted that this diminution 
amounts to only about five per cent of the volume of the pri­
mary mixture.
As to mechanical efficiency, that of the steam engine is 
several per cent higher.
Ideal and real Indicator Diagrams.-
The ideal indicator diagram would be as shown below. From 
A to B the piston moves forward, drawing in the charge. At n 
the admission valve is closed, and compression occurs along 
the line CD. At D the charge explodes instantaneouslv,raising 
the pressure to F at constant volume. From F to B occurs adi- 
batic expansion, the burnt gases being expelled on the ex­
haust stroke from B to A.
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An actual diagram from a four-cycle engine looks something 
like the one on this page, from A to B the charge is drawn in. 
From B to D it is compressed into a very large clearance 
space. At T) explosion occurs just before reaching dead center* 
and lasts into the beginning of the next stroke, as shown by 
the tip f . The gases now expand along a line approximately 
adiabatic until they reach a point where the exhaust opens at 
G. The pressure drops rapidly almost to atmospheric pressure, 
and the burnt gases are expelled from H to A.
If ignition be late the card will look as follows:-
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This cycle departs from that of Carnot in two very impor­
tant respects;- ignition is not at constant volume, but con­
tinues for a considerable length of time after the beginning 
of the working stroke, thus reducing the average expansion 
ratio; further, the products are exhausted at a very high 
temperature and pressure, wasting forty to forty-five per 
cent of the available energy. The latter loss has been ve^y 
much reduced in several engines designed very lately, without 
greatly increasing the cost of construction. Builders of 
such motors frequently make their engines of the two-cylinder 
type, and place a third larger, unjacketed cylinder between 
them, into which the outer cylinders exhaust.
The formula for the maximum theoretical efficiency may be 
stated as follows
--- &--- = Cv (Ti - To).
1 + n
Stated in words, we may say that the total quantity of heat 
developed by the explosion (Q) divided by the weight of the 
charge (1 of gas plus n of air) is equal to the highest abso­
lute temperature of the gases, T]_ , less the lowest absolute 
temperature, T0 , multiplied by their specific heat at con­
stant volume, Cy.
As a matter of fact both temperatures and pressures after
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combustion are below the calculated, mainly because the 
burning is not at constant volume, since the process takes a 
very perceptible time for completion, especially with weak 
mixtures, when it may occupy quite a fraction of a second.
The best data I have found on this subject is in the Nov.f?) 
number of "Power", 1900. Tables are given showing actual ter­
minal and initial pressures for different compressions and 
mixtures, and under various conditions.
The Four Types of Gas Motors and Their Efficiencies
1. The first type is the direct-acting non-compressing 
engine. Let T0 be the initial atmospheric temperature of the 
gases entering the cylinder, T^ the highest temperature dtirim 
explosion, and Tg the absolute temperature of the gases at 
release. Also, let Q represent the quantities of heat added 
(in B.T.U*.s), Qq the quantity turned into work, and y the 
ratio of the specific heats at constant pressure and at con­
stant volume; that is, y = Cp/Cv . Then the condition of af­
fairs expressed in the following equation would exist,if the 
engine were perfect, as regards combustion at constant volume: 
Q r C y d !  - T0 ). The formula for the actual efficiency of this 
engine is,
E = CvjTi - T0 ) -Cp (Tg -T0 )=l-y(Tg-iy - 1 - q*/q
cv d l  - To) (*t-T0 )
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2 . In the second type of engine the gases are compressed 
before ignition, explosion taking place at constant volume.
To the three temperatures mentioned above there must be added 
a fourth, the temperature of the charge after compression, 
which we shall denote as T3. This temperature may be calcu­
lated by the following formula, in which V0 is the volume of 
the charge before compression, and the volume after.
fv0 \ 1.403 - 1 = 0.408= Uni
The "Otto" class of four-cycle engine is the best example of 
this type. In this case,
Q ~ Cv (T1-T3 ) 0,e - Cp(l‘2-T0 ) Qc = Q - 0®
The actual efficiency of this type is:-
s = Cv (Ti-T5 ) - Cp(Tr>-TQ ) r 1 -y(T9-T0 ) = 1 - Qe/Q 
Cv (Ti-T3 ) (T!-T3 )
3. In the third type of engine the gases are compressed be­
fore entering the cylinder, but they burn steadily during the 
forward stroke, the pressure being about constant. This plan 
involves a separate compression apparatus.
The highest temperature is comparatively low, but the effic 
iency is good theoretically, and its shortcomings in practice 
are to be attributed largely to the low compressions
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necessarily used. The ratio of the specific heats does not 
appear because the gases are at constant pressure and tem­
perature throughout the stroke.
Q r Gp(Tx-T3 ) Qe = Cp(T2-T0 ) Qc - Q-Qe
E = Cp(Tl-T3 ) - Cp(T2 -Tc ) rl -(T2-TQ ) r Qp/Q
4. Atmospheric gas engines:- To this class belong such 
machines as the early Lenoir, in which a piston is projected 
upwards by the explosion. A partial vacuum immediately forms 
beneath the piston,and the work of turning the shaft is don-' 
on the return stroke. Theoretically this engine is the most 
perfect of the four types, because the expansion is app=»~*entlv 
unlimited and the explosion pressure high; moreover, expan­
sion is so rapid that there is little time for cooling by the 
cylinder walls. But these engines have almost always been 
constructed with no compression, and with only poor arrange­
ments for scavenging. There must be brought into consideration 
another temperature, T4 , the temperature of the combustion 
products just at the opening of exhaust, but before they ha*'« 
been compressed by the returning piston and brought back to 
atmospheric pressure, as the mixture was before firing.
The following formulas apply:-
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Q = Cv (Tr T0 ) Qe - Cv (T2-T4 ) Qc ; 
,M* —  ̂—(Tp)— T4 ) — Qq/Q
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Drawings and Descriptions of Each Type of Engine Tested.
All the tests of this thesis were run on one engine, a reg­
ular ten horse power gasoline engine made by the Otto Gas 
Engine Co. of Philadelphia. The engine i's horizontal, having 
a 5-3/4" cylinder with a 12-1/2" stroke. With its hit-and- 
miss governor it runs at about 305 R.P.M.
A drawing of the engine and connections is shown on Plate T .
It was fitted with a brake dynamometer designed by Mr. So^- 
erhill of the Class of 1900. The arm was of such a length 
that the product of the downward thrust on a scale platform 
in pounds, times the R.P.M. represented 1000 times the actual 
brake horse power.
PART 4.
DRAWINGS SHOWING APPARATUS USED AND 
METHODS OF TESTING. 
SPECIAL DESIGNS FOR TESTING.
Drawings Showing Apparatus Used, and Methods of Testing. Sjje- 
cial Designs for Testing.
For the tests on governing by throttling a special carbur­
etor was made as illustrated on Plate III. The amount of gaso- 
line sucked out of the end of the small brass tube into the 
current of air as it rushed to the engine was proportional to 
the amount of air, which amount was regulated by a throttling 
stop-cock above the end of the tube. Thus the mixture was 
always of the same richness, no matter what the load.
This carburetor was attached to the opening through which 
air ordinarily enters the cylinder; this opening is on the 
right side of the cylinder, just below the governor post.
Ignition Point Adjustor
An ignition point adjustor was arranged out of the parts 
normally forming the spark-making appliance, which are on the 
rear end of the slow speed side shaft on the right of the 
engine. The arrangement employed was the following out of 
suggestions made by a Mr. Matthews, a junior, and by Mr. E.C. 
Oliver, Instructor in the Mech. Eng. Lab.
It is illustrated on Plate II. If points I, 2 , 3, 4 or 5 be 
set opposite the scratch ignition will occur before the piston 
has reached dead center. If point 6 be opposite ignition will 
tafte place at dead center. If points 7, 8 , 9, 10 or 11 be 
opposite this scratch ignition will occur successively later 
than dead center. In marking the above points allowance was 
made for the "lagging" of the spark-striking hammer when the 
engine is running.
The actual positions of the piston at the various times of 
ignition are shown in the diagram of Plate IV.
Gasoline Measuring Tube.-
An appliance which proved very satisfactory in service was 
designed and made by Mr. Oliver for measuring accurately and 
quickly the gasoline consumption of the engine during any 
period of time. It is shown on Plate II.
The gasoline was poured directly into the open top of the 
large glass tube, and the time it passed any certain point 
noted to the second. At the end of a test the time at which
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it passed that same point again, or any other point, was 
accurately noted, and the differences gave the amount of 
gasoline used and the duration of the test. The tube could be 
filled during a test from a glass bottle which held exactly 
a pint.
The lower end of this measuring tube was connected by small 
pipes to the gasoline pump on the engine and to the overflow.
In graduating the tube allowance was made for the volumes 
of the pump and overflow pipes, so that a pint of gasoline 
poured into the tube did not fill up quite the length of a 
pint on the scale.
This measuring apparatus was outside the building, and the 
top could be corked to keep out rain.
PART 5.
RESULTS OF TESTS
EXHIBITED IN TABLES, CHARTS,
Results of Tests Exhibited in Tables, Charts, etc.
The object of the tests made was to get some general infor­
mation on the operation and performance of the engine, and 
especially to compare the economy of working at various loads 
with each of the three following methods of governing
1. Governing with the regular hit-and-miss governor.
2 . Governing by changing the ignition point.
3. Governing by throttling the supply of mixture.
About one third the tests made were discarded as being un­
satisfactory, and the remaining twelve or thirteen were com­
bined and grouped under the headings given below. Part of the 
tests were run with the assistance of juniors, part with 
another senior, and several of the last alone.
Grouping of Tests.
1. Governing by hit-and-miss:-
(A) Ignition point at 2-3/4, load varied, speed constant.
(B) Ignition point varied, load constant, " If
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2 . Governing by changing the ignition point
(A) Ignition point varied, load varied, speed varied.
(B ) " " ” ” , speed about const.
3. Governing by throttling
(A) Load varied, speed constant, ignition point at 4.
The tables of the results of tests and the curves plotted 
therefrom will be noted according to the above grouping; thus 
the first one following is 1 (A). When there are more than one 
of a kind extra numerals will be added; thus- 2 (A) (2 ).
Test 1 (A). This test was made for the purpose of obtaining 
the gasoline consumption in pints per B.H.P. per hour. Only 
three points were taken, but these correspond so well with 
several other similar tests not included in this thesis that
the connecting lines between points were drawn through nearly 
straight.









. ; Dura. 
Jb .HP. ; Test 













304.3 ; 50.7 : 6.5 :1.98 :40. -5-: 3.0 : 70.0° C. : 2.27
;306. ; 70. : 13. :3.98 :35. : 4.0 : 90.3 : 1.72
!299.7 ! • •103.5 ! 19.5 5.84 ;15.75 : 2.0 ; 40.0 : 1.3
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Tests 1(B)(1), 1(B)(2) and 1(B)(3).
Point Exps. Brakeof R.P.M. per Load. b .H.
Igtn. Min.
1 3 1 1 . 6 8 . 1 3 . 3
T e s t
4 . 1 4
2 3 1 1 5 9 . If 4 . 1 4
5 3 1 0 6 4 . 3 H 4 . 1 3
9 3 1 0 115. If 4 . 1 3
1 5 0 3 . 4  7 7 . 1 3 . 3
T e s t
4 . 0 3
2 3 0 6 . 6 7 . II 4 . 0 83 3 0 7 . 6 4 . II 4 . 0 9
4 3 0 6 . 8  6 8 . 5 II 4 . 0 9
5 3 0 6 . 7 6 . If 4 . 0 8
6
3 0 5 . 2  7 6 . 6
It
4 . 0 5
7 3 0 3 . 3  8 4 . 3 If 4 . 0 2
8 3 0 3 . 1 0 2 . 2 If 4 . 0 3
9 3 0 0 . 1 1 2 . II 4 . 0 0
1 0 3 0 1 . 1 3 3 . 7 It 4 . 0 1
1 1 2 9 7 . 1 4 2 . 5 II 3 . 9 6
1
2 - - — —
3 2 8 1 4 8 . 1 2 3.37
4 3 0 4 5 6 . 5
It 3.66
5 3 0 4 7 4 .
II 3 . 6 5
6 3 1 5 7 6 . 5
It 3 . 7 8
7 3 0 7 7 6 . If 3 . 6 8
8 3 1 0 7 6 . II 3 . 7 5
9 2 9 8 8 6  • If 3 . 5 8
1 0 3 0 2 1 2 3 . »f 3 . 6 3
1 1 3 0 8 7 8 . It 3 . 4 2
Mech. Pints Dura. Temp.
.I.H.P. Eff. Gaso. Test Water
cL Used. in Lying/O .Min. Jckt.
C°
1(B)(1 ).
2 . 22§§- 50.
2. 24^0 27
1.5 17.00 27.
2 . 12-^5 37.
1(B)(2).
6.54 60.5 1.5 7
6. 18 68. 1.5 8
5.34 75. 1.25 9
5.58 72. 1.5 16
5.15 77. 1.5 9V
4.86 80. 1.75 18 565.36 73. 1.75 5 535.65 71.6 2.25 13 474.98 75.7 2.25 13 63
5.35 71.5 2.75 12 424.57 ♦CO 3.25 14 35
K B  )( 3 )1.
— —







































T^kc 1(b )(1). This test was made to determine the relative 
consumptions of gasoline at various ignition points, with the 
sp«cd held constant by the hit-and-miss governor, and with a 
constant load on the engine. The result is what might be ex­
pected,- the greatest economy was obtained when ignition 
occurred some little time beforedead center, so that the 
gases burned at as nearly constant volume as possible, under 
the highest pressure. It will be noticed that the number of 
explosions increased at the late ignitions, as should happen, 
also that a larger amount of heat went into the water jacket, 
which helps to explain the increased gasoline consumption 
per B.H.P. per hour.
The curves of 1(B)(2) are similar to those just discussed.
An I.h.P. curve is added. As the number of explosions per 
minute increased the mechanical efficiency of the engine 
increased.
In test 1(B)(3) a practically constant load was kept on the 
engine, while the point of ignition wasvaried. It shows 
that point 5 was about the most econimical at that load.
The temperature of the water from the jacket rose with an 
increase in the number of explosions, as it should when the 
combustions take place at low er pressures, and in contact 
with larger area of cylinder walls. This is probably the 
reason for the decreased economies with the late ignitions.
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Tests 2(A)(1) and 2(A)(2) were run under similar conditions. 
The load and speed were varied simultaneously with the igni­
tion point. The governor was tied back so as to bring the ex­
plosions every other revolution.
These conditions are somewhat similar to those existing 
for the automobile motor.
The horse power varied with the number of revolutions and 
explosions. The temperature of the water leaving the jacket 
decreased with the late ignitions, apx>arently in contradic­
tion to deductions just made, but really not so, because the 
number of explosions fell off very much under the late igni­
tions.
In test 2(B) the load was varied while the speed was kept 
about constant. The gasoline consumption rose very rapidly 
with the fall in horsepower.
The last sheet of curves compares the relative economies 
of the three methods of governing. That by change of the 
ignition point is the poorest for all horsepowers.
The curves of the two remaining methods cross. For light 
and heavy loads the hit and miss is the best; for medium ln~ds 
governing by throttling is best.
Tests 2(A)(1) and 2(A)(2)
O O
Point





Temp. PintsDura . C°of Gaso,Test Water perin Leaving B.H.P.Min. Jacket.per Hr
















1 254. 30.5 7.70
Test 2(A)(2).
2. 16-12 43. .962
3


















































n a a .995
13*5 .925r>25 1.03
11-15 1.44
12-1& 1.47105& 1.741q45 2.37
1052. 3.97
10-42. 8.32
Tcstfi 3(A)(1) and 3(A)(2). These tests were taken while
governing by throttling the charge, which was always of the 
same richness.

























4.5 298.4 100. 1.34 12 2 °a 60 37. 3.73
8 . SO I. 125. 2.41 11-52. 39 2.11
13. 304. 152. 3.95 lo  -^2 42 1.42
17. 302. 151. 5.12 9 £5l 45.5 1.287
21. 296. 148. 6.47 8 12 46.4 1.14
25 292. 146. 7.30 6 -52 45.3 1.20
Test 3(A)(2).
25 296. 148. 7.40 V 4£ 45.3 1.05
21 306. 153. 6.43 V £ 50.3 1.24
17 303. 152. 5.16 8 29 46. 1.37
13 299. 150. 3.89 9 25 46. 1.64
8 300.6 150. 2.41 10 2 40. 2.38
4 303.2 121. 1.22 11 30 40. 4.27
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Considerations Regarding the Behavior of* Gaseous Explosive
Mixtures.
(Note.- This subject will not be much considered, since it 
forms the subject of a thesis by Mr. Allen, of the same 
class, 1901,)
Velocity of Flame Propogation.- Bunsen was the first to 
measure this directly, but his results have since been found 
to be much too low, owing to innate faults of his method.
Mallard and Le Chatelier conducted a series of tests on 
hydrogen and air. They found, for instance, that when one 
volume of hydrogen was mixed with four of air, the velocity 
of flame propogation was two meters or six and five-tenths 
feet per second. If the pressure was greater or the charge 
confined the rate of propogation was much greater.
Berthelot and Veille conducted elaborate experiments with 
many combustible gases, under various conditions; but the most 
applicable of their results was that the rate of flame propo­
gation and consequently the time for attaining the maximum 
pressure were greatly retarded by an admixture of the pro­
ducts of former explosions.
Later Prof. Witz tried a number of experiments with mixtures 
of CO and air, and with town gas, actually using them in a 
gas engine cylinder. He measured time intervals of 1/128 of
a second on the indicator card, using a vibrating tuning fork.
He formulated the two following laws concerning the actual 
behavior of explosive mixtures in an engine cylinder:-
1. The utilization oi the heat supplied to the engine in- 
creases with. the speed of expansion.
2. The greater the speed of expansion the more rapid will 
be the combustion of the explosive mixtures.
Prot. Witz considers this last law as only a form of state­
ment regarding the effect of the cylinder walls in cooling 
the gases.
Mr. Dugald Clerk tried a series of experiments by exploding 
a number of mixtures in a closed iron "bomb", talcing indicator 
diagrams on a revolving drum. The weaker mixtures gave greater 
relative pressures than the strong. He came to about the 
same conclusions as did Witz regarding the laws of behavior 
in a gas engine cylinder.
Cooling Effect of Walls.-
Engine performances and researches such as the above tend to 
show that the waste of energy is closely related to the ab­
straction of heat at high temperatures by the cylinder walls. 
There are three ways of diminishing this:-
1. By reducing the time of wall action; this means a quick
expansion stroke, resulting from a high engine speed.
2. By reducing the intensity of the cooling action. The 
cylinder walls should be as hot as the lubricant will stand; 
ordinarily the jacket water should leave at a temperature 
of about 180° F. or 66° C. The other alternative consists in 
reducing the temperature resulting from combustion by using 
as weak a mixture as will readily ignite. The efficiency be­
comes greater because less heat is absorbed by the walls.
3 * By diminishing the proportion of the area of walls to the 
volume of the gases. This is best done by previous compres­
sion of the charge, causing more gas to be burned in a given 
volume. Also, the larger the engine the less the proportion­
ate cylinder exposure, because the area of surface of any 
body increases only as the square of any dimension, while the 
volume increases as the cube.
It seems to be the general opinion of authorities that most 
of the total heat waste can not be prevented in the light of 
present knowledge. What is saved in one way is generally lost
on the two others. This arouses the suspicion that something 
is fundamentally wrong with the whole method.
PART 7.

























Curved  showing the Comparative E conomy Of Govermiho 
at Normal Speed (aboot 300 /f.E/ Each or the Th r ee
nETH O Q SHlT-AN O -HlSS, THROTTLING, A NO CHANGE OF 
I g n it io n  P o in t .
See  r 32of Text.
N
Ĝoverning by Change of Ignition Point. Prom 2(b) 
mRN/NG by Throttling , From 3(aXo m  3(a)(2). at FhntI. 
'Governing byHit-ano-Hiss, Prom /(a),
2 3 +  F  G7 8 9
Br a h e  H orse P o w e r .
to / /
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§  s *
§  $ *»
Hit -ANo-fliss Governing.
/gn/t /on  P o in t  a t  £
L oad Varied , Speed  Constant.
Se e  p. 2.9 of Text.
© R.P.tl. ©
//V̂.
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Test 2 (a)Q) Governing by Change of I gnition Point. 
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Ts s t 3(a)0 \2 ) Governing by .
Jgnition Point C o n s t a n t l y  at4.
L oad Varied \Speed  Constant.
Note:-Part of the Expl os ions were Hissed at





































































Te s t  /(b)Q) Hit -ano-ITiss Governing.
L oad Constant, Speed Constant. 
I gnition Point Varied .
Se e  p  3/  of Text.
/ 2  3  F  S o 7 8  9 l» O




Te s t  /(b)(2) Hit -ano -M is s  
I gnition Point 
L oad and Speed Constant. 
See p 3 / of Text.
0 0 0

























<*> § $ «
« $ $ «
\ M
Temp. C° of Water 
Leaving Jacket.
ii - _  ,1 ,. * 7 ^ * * u *
Pts. Gasoline pep &•
3 + f  t  7
Points  of Ig n it io n .
e 10
CD
T£s t  1(b)(3) H it -And-M iss  Governing. 
I gnition Point Varied ,
L oad and Speed  Constant. 
See  r 3/ op Text.
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3 4- P e 7
P o i/v rs  op I g nitio n .
9 /o //
Te s t  2(b)  Governing by Change of I gnition  Po in t . 
Load Varied, Speed about Constant. 
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: n e  DIETZ< Ch i c a g o . / 3 f E 6 7
P o in t s  of Ig n i t i o n .
e /6 //
--------- PINTS GASOLINE P E R
B . H . R  P E R  H O U R
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+ * 1 ^  *R .R M .  '■'
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P r o f f /? ties or Certain Gases and Fuels Concerned in Con bust/on.
c o m p il e d  b y  w. t.R a y , Class  ‘o i, u.°n.
N a h e  a n d  
Ch e m ic a l  
S y m b o l  o f  
S u b s t a n c e . CAKBtN 
Ho Non
CO
N A TU R A L
Ga s .
Coal ^
( i l l  on.) Ga s .
Wa te r  Gas 45.0
i \N7HMCITE\. BIT UN. 2 7.017.0
P E R C E N T A G E  C  O N  P O S I T  O N .
Volumetric unless o t h e r w is e  S t a t e d .
6,00
Hydro­


























N it r o ­




























Cu F t. 
p e r  
P o u n d  






Lit r e s  
p e r  

















Sp e c . Gr .
(OEUSUALLY 
COHUAHEO




AB O U T.
\ 9 7 0
JABOUT.
S pec . He  at
AT 62* F. 
(Gen e r a lly  
C o m p ared  






PRODUCER Gas  from  B it u m in o u s  Co al  Should
NOT BE ALLOWED TO COOL BELOW 300* F ( I4 9 'C )  BE­
FORE BURNING, FOR PART OF THE 32*/o OF VOLA­
TILE Co m b u s t ib l e  w il l  Co n d e n s e ,








o f  Ga s .
^IN S TA T E Va l u e  o f














B .T .U .
IN
1000  
Cu. F t . 





Ab o u t.
137,455.
156,917.












a b o u t .
2 ,100
































C °  f
6 940.
1252 4.
Th e o . Te m p  of Com bus.
WITH THEO. 
AMT. AIR





























at 3 Z 'F o °C
176.7
LITRES  
p e r  Gr am  
o f  Com 
DUST!DLL
A verage Cost 
per tooo B.T.U 
OF HEAT, YEAR 
/899, IN THE
Eastern U.S
2 2 ,0 5 f
2 2 , O f f ,
t a w i ,s
2 7 . 2 / /
P r o p o k , of 6 A t to A ir  
i n  En g in e  a b o u t  I  to 8.
3 3 .7  5 f
it
R E  M A P  MS.
P r o p o r . o f  Ga s  t o  
A ir  in  E m c ir e  a b o u t
/ to 1.4.
Producer Ga s
FROM LIG N ITE  
(SOFT COAL?)HAVING 
c o m p o s i t i o n _
Water 18 7»
VolatM a t t u + o 
Fixe d  Ca r . s i  
ASH 9Sulphur 3,5 
12L -





r o u g h l y .
(RATHER






r o u g h l y CO x» no Hx0
t  ETC.
Pr o d . Ga s  f r o m  
S p e n t  T a n  Ba r k
HAYING n  f'N O I*- 
TURE AND B%ASH;
a f t e r ^ w a s h in g
4.8 18.8 51.8 132,000. 1.14 COtANO hltO
t E T C .




CO^An d H i O
-tETC.
Producer Gas 
from T u r f
45.
ROUGHLY.
C0X AND H x0
tE T C
Producer Gas 





Producer Gas  
from Core or 






f r o m  An t h r a c it e  
Bu c k w h e a t .
85.
Average. 1 3 8 ,0 0 0 . 1,23
COx a n d H J)
tE T C .
S iemens'Gas
(European)
4.1 62,0 COt a n o HJOt  ETC.
CAS FROM
BLAST FURNACE
(EU R O P E A N ).
Vo l a t il e  P atter  91 % CO 16%  C 6ft, t h e  











1 00,00  0. 
R o u c h l  y.
/,610 .8 9  0 12.27 C O r  A lit t l e  
H tO tE TC .
1.99
Propor. Gas to air  in  
E n o in e  a b o u t  / t o /.
H YD R O G EN . 100 5589 189.7 06926 TO AIR. Wh~/396 326,100.taF/NAL = 32*F I L V FSr/NvliW tiiiF  62,032 ’FINAL'~ *-28)132.-34,462. 2 8 .  731 3 4 .4 6 1 16.15 6 670.12036 2 665. H r O 4.35
Ha r s h  Ga s
or Me t h a n e
C R f -
100
.6018 
to  Wa t e r
-91.8 1 15.1 .468'
E t h y l e n e  or  









4434. C  0, AND Hx 0.
100 .9674 .4040TO WATER. 51.7 i ,n s ,o o o . 21,344. 11,858.
14.58 188. 11.7 8620.15546. C0£ and HtO 15.58




0,859 .9200 37. 98.6 68.0 -  =I.26C 8 6 8 .000 -TO
1,159,000.
18,1 6 0 .
TO
11,492.
10, 160 . 
II, 930.
7 .7  3 
11.40
1 0 .1 6 0
/1.930 164. f C 0 xANO H x0 14.8
Generally made with 
Calcium Carbide and Hx0,
E t h a n e 1.3404 35. 95. 45,2 /, 0 /5 ,7 2  4. R oughly. 24,099. 13,380 COt And HJ5
Ca r b o n
Mo n o x id eCO
too 1.251 .9674 -139.5■219.1 3S.S -s i.403 311,000. t o  C O x 4,315 t o  C O t 2503 1.55 1,41 20.9 1,3 4 7180.12 956. C 0 Z 3 5 .6
C R U O E
Pe t r o l e u m . Weight.
&
We ig h t .
10,860. 
on L e s s .
11, 600
or  L e s s .
8680.ro
/otto
(l iq u id ) .
11.600 
OR LESS. 185.5 I I.54
COt pro HtD
t  ETC.
9 -2 .H  f  
£  3*gallon.
t h e  M EDIUM




Pe r c en tag e  Comp:  b y  We ig h t . 
































CO t a n d  H tO
tETC,
ETHYL ALCOHOL









C O t + H t O
G a s o l i n e .
CeHn TO Gy l i l t





















fo r  th e  Va p o r .
11,000. 
a n d  u p  to
!'7,000,























75. 530 CO, *
W ITH t n i Oetheoretical
am t. Am  
1430 „
P u r e
C a r b o n .
too AB0UT.24IWa t e r .
1,473 
TO CO 
8 ,0 8  0 
TO CO,
l t 47 3  
to CO 








4 .4 6  







G o n e .
Anthracite
C o a l
Average Co m p o s it io n  b y  We ig h t , /7 to 5 % Ash, 80 to 
93%> F/x eo  Ca r b o n , th e  r e s t  s u lphu r , e t c .







1 2 ,e oo
6,8 60. 9 .6 9 7.4 1 ° 1444.t w i c e  th e o .
a m t . Am .
C 0 Z * SOt
Y ETC.
90 13,500 7,500 7 .5 0 0 11.21
Bituminous
COAL.
Vo l a t il e  Ma t t e r  67° A s h e s  4 %
PERCENTAGES BY WEIGHT. 85 14,400. 8,000. 8.000 11.29
Pe a t  , dry, 
, io %  H z0
Vol.H ATTE R  30% A s h e s  IO '/ A p e r c e n ta c e s  

































to Wa t e r .
5 ; 8 7 3 .
7,83 8.
3,60 0. 
2 ,7  50.
3 .6 0 0  















O x y g e n , Ot. 89.1 ’i n i t i A o1551 '
86.862 48.257





Cu r  bon Dioxide
C02




W a t e r , H z O
at 2 /2°f
too
f m ^ s
123.3 7 8.594 0.5061.9772
A BOUT.2107
ro Water.
0.507 1.9745 zJk6x~l 285 1760
0.744 1.3436
.OOI3S TO 
Wa t e r  
1039 to Air.







I 5 4 . l t  
f o r  I d eal  
Ste a m  Ga s .
J 5 M  
pon I d e a l
Steam Ga4
F ormulas used in  th e  aboi/e  calculations
/ l b . c a l o r i e  -  I  L b . w a t e r  h e a t e d  l° C . n e a r  4° C. = 1.8 B .T .U . s .45 F r e n c h  C a l o r i e .
/ F r e n c h  C a l o r i e * - 3 .9 6 8  B .T.U . - 2 .2 0 4 6  p o u n d  C a l o r ie s
I  B .T.U. =0.252 PRENCHCALOR/ES *,555 L b . CALOR/ES =778 FT . LBS.
Grams We ig h t  per L it r e  % .0 6 i4 i = l b s . w t. p e r  cu . f t . ;  c o n v e r s e l y  ; /  6 . 0  2 3  X  l b s . wr. p e r  c u . f t . -  c r a m s  w t. p e r  l i t r e .
B .T .U .  P E R  C U .F T .  X .0 0 8 9 0 4  * C A L O R I E S  P E R  L I T R E  (  W H E N  C O N S ID E R IN G  C O M B U S T IO N )
B . T  U. PER POUND X.OOOS66 * CALORIES PER GRAFT (  •< »  "  )
C u b ic  f e e t  p e r  p o u n d  X .0623  * LITR ES  p e r  g r a m .____________________________ J _______________________________________________________________
C a l o r i f i c  P o w e r  a n d  A i r  R e q u i r e d  p e r  C u . F t .
1 Cu. F T . O P
B.T.U. A T  60°P  
AN a JO " BAR.
G o. F  t.
o
R e q u ir e d
A i r
Cu.F t. F o r m e d  of 
S te a m  C 0 z
H y d r o g e n 3 2 6 .2 .5 2.39 /. 0.
C a r . Mo n o x id e 3 2 3 . 5 .5 Z .3 9 0. I.
M a r s h  C a s 10 0 2 . 0 2 ,0 9 .5 6 2. /.
Ol e f i a n t  Ga s .
F rom W<
1 5 5 6 . 0




’ Gas Pro via
2. 2
S Sometimes calculated by the fo r m u l a : -  
He a t  o r c o m b u s tio n  in  B.T.U. =  ~ ^ 3
where C , H  and 0  a r e  th e  p e r c e n t a g e s  by  We ig h t  o f  
t h e s e  e l e m e n t s  c o n t a in e d  in  t h e  c o m p o u n d .
B o o k s  C o n s u l t e d
Or . Ge o r g  H e l m 's "Pr i n c ip l e s  o f  Ma t h . C h e m . " 
T r a n s , b y  M o r g a n . E d i t i o n  /897- 
M i l l e r 's  " C l e m e n t s  o f  C h e m '.] Vo l . / ; 1681.
B E R T H E L O T 'S  " T h E M M O C H IM IE " VOL.2 ; 1897. 
G /l l 'S "Ga s  a  n o  F u e l  A n a  lx . f o r  E n g i n e e r s . 1897. 
" T a f e l n  z u r  B e r e c h n u n g  GAs o m e t r i s c h e r  
An a l y s e n  n a c h  d e n  Me t h o o e n  von R o b e r t  
Bu n sen , 1857."
And e s p e c ia l l y  the "Chem in er -K alenoer  von
Dr . R u d o l f  B i e d e r h a n n ", w i t h  t h e  "B e i l a 6e . " / 900. 
7^ Ca l c u l a t e d  b y  t h e  F o r m u l a  : -  
N e c e s s a r y  We ig h t  o f  A ir  i n  L bs.* o.iz [C  t 3 (  H  -  % ) )
WHERE C, H  AND 0 ARE THE PERCENTAGES BY WEIGHT 
OF THESE ELEMENTS CONTAINED fH THE COMPOUND.
I
P l a t e
Positions or th e  Pis to n  a t  th e  Va r io u s  I g n itio n  Po in t s .
Mi
